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ABSTRACT

This thesis will discuss the making of my short film The Water Clock at the University of
New Orleans from its inception to its final short film form. Part One discusses the balancing of
content and style and explores the relation between time and water as inspirations for story. Part
Two details the preproduction process and major crew members’ collaborations and
contributions before filming. Part Three describes daily successes, struggles, and direction while
in production. Part Four describes every phase of the postproduction process as the film is
completed. Lastly, I will analyze my personal growth as a filmmaker.

Keywords: The Water Clock, time, water, symbolism, content, style, dripping sink, short film,
coming of age, Amy Collier Laws
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INTRODUCTION
Balancing Content and Style
What makes a good movie? Is there really any one correct answer to what makes a good
film? Everyone has her own background and experiences and, therefore, her own taste in movies.
But when not discussing genre, what, at the core of a film, qualifies it as good? I found that I
was asking myself these questions as I prepared to undertake the most important creative project
of my life thus far—The Water Clock. I wanted to make a film that spoke from personal
experience, but which was also cinematic. The Water Clock is a coming of age drama which
portrays the protagonist Joanna’s move from a stagnant dependency to a hopeful independency
after refusing to take money from her absent mom. Joanna decides that she can longer depend on
her mom to come back and take care of her, but that she must grow up and take care of herself
and her sister on her own. Telling a coming of age story can be difficult as such a story is as old
as time. I needed to make sure my story had original, sincere content told through cinematic
language.
I learned last year how valuable sticking to content you believe in can be when making a
good film. After casting my second-year film The Living, many classmates and faculty decided
that there should be a reason I chose a white mother and a biracial daughter to be in the film. I
had not written the film with any ethnicity in mind. When casting, I simply chose the best actors
for the roles. However, fervent comments from the people around me demanded that there must
be a back-story having to do with racial prejudice among family members. I was wary of adding
these details, which I openly expressed, but in the end gave in to the suggestions. The film lost
something when I did so. It stopped being a film about dealing with grief, whomever one may
be, to also being about dealing with prejudices in a biracial family. This muddled my original
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content and caused the story to suffer. I write for a world that I see and want, which is a world
full of color and a world full of strong women. I believe that creating these characters and having
them deal with universal problems and emotions speaks louder to equality than any activist film I
could ever make. Making these characters the “norm” seems like the natural thing to do, which is
why drawing attention to a racial prejudice within the story just because two characters of a
different race are related, made the film feel insincere at times and over-dramatic.
I was still proud of the film I had made, while having learned a lesson about sticking to
my gut and original content along the way. I believe that when I gave up part of what I knew to
be true about the film to please people who were not as connected to the subject matter as I was,
I lost a connection with the audience. Connection to content is an important part of the
filmmaking process.
First and foremost, a movie must have some feeling and experience to which a writer can
personally connect. Out of this one experience or feeling, a story is born through character, goal,
and conflict which allow for change or the possibility for change within a story. I have never
considered myself a stranger to writing, especially when it comes to expressing personal
experiences. In middle school and high school, I was writing poetry. When I began college at
Louisiana State University in 2008, I took poetry workshops, which led first to short story, and
then to screenplay workshops. I began my graduate career at The University of New Orleans in
2015, eager to hone my skills further in screenplay writing. The main problem that I encountered
was speaking about characters’ thoughts and feelings or over describing details of character or
setting. In short stories, one would explore a character’s inner world, often through what the
character was feeling or thinking in that moment of the story. In screenplays, however, the
character had to show or act out his feelings visually; thus, the number one rule in screenplay
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writing: “Show, don’t tell.” It took time for me to adjust my writing style to include more visual
story. I recalled a short story I had written which contained the perfect visual with which to
express a character’s inner world of anxiety—The Water Clock. I built a world with a strong
female protagonist pulled from experiences of growing up in a household with my sister and
mom. I built a world about the cycle of poverty which Joanna has trouble escaping. This content
centered around a symbol, a dripping sink, which held personal significance as it represented
being stuck in an inescapable situation where one’s efforts were rarely rewarded. The content in
The Water Clock is near and dear to me.
Once a writer loses sight of the connection to the story content, it does not matter how
beautiful or inspired the editing, production design, sound design, or cinematography are. The
more specific the experience and feelings, the better. Connection to an audience is born out of a
writer’s willingness to be truthful and to connect with what she is writing. Ernst Gombrich’s
book Art and Illusion, “Chapter IV, The Image in the Clouds” discusses how content comes from
experiences one has had as a child. When looking at certain objects, such as clouds, people
project experiences onto them to which they can relate. In the instance of cloud watching, people
from different backgrounds may see different shapes in the same clouds (182).1 This is how most
writers and filmmakers should develop stories and images with which they can closely connect,
by being in touch with their past experiences and inner selves. Writers and filmmakers need to
know when they or others are projecting. They need be in tune with their own and others’ inner
worlds. Projecting former experiences onto characters, objects, and even sounds in the
screenplay make for an emotionally, visually, and auditorily impactful movie. In The Water
Clock, I began with the content of the dripping sink and had to build a world around that. Who
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would own a dripping sink? What would that character’s problems be? Because I had personal
experience with emptying buckets from my leaking sink when my family could not afford to
have it fixed, as well as washing my hair in the sink when the hot water was broken, I could
build a protagonist with whom I could connect with. Cinematic language allows a closer look
into the human condition, into unknown perspectives, than any other art form. I believe that this
is what makes film so special. Cinematic tools must be used to technically express content in a
dynamic and unified way on screen.
Filmmaking has evolved since its inception. The first movies such as Employees Leaving
the Lumière Factory and Arrival of a Train at La Ciotat Station by the Lumière Brothers in
1895, among others, were all long shots with no narrative.2 As technology progressed so did
visual style and the cinematic language. Shot sizes began to vary from long to medium to close
up shots. Different angles such as high, low, and Dutch angles were explored. Editing became a
new way to tell a story through editing tricks, juxtaposition of shots, or jump cuts. Production
design began to evolve from nonexistent to fantastical. Different camera lenses could exaggerate
depth or condense depth.
Cinematic language developed over time to create three different categories of
filmmaking, which are realism, exhibited in Bicycle Thieves (Vittorio De Sica, 1948); formalism,
made popular by Georges Méliès’ A Trip to the Moon in 1902; and classicism which is exhibited
in The Great Train Robbery (Edwin S. Porter, 1903). Classicism remains the most popular form
in Hollywood today. Realism uses cinematic language to create a more realistic feel through
handheld camera work, available lighting, existing locations, gritty production design, and
sometimes even non-actors. Formalism uses cinematic language to do the complete opposite by

“Realism / Formalism / Classicism.” Pretty Good Films, Weebly,
www.prettygoodfilms.com/realismformalism.html. Accessed September 2018.
2
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bringing the viewer into a more fantastical world with complex design, noticeable camera
movements that focus on the psychological, purposeful lighting to create a mood, and sometimes
even dramatized acting. Classicism is a balance between formalism and realism which aims to
tell the story in the best way possible without audiences taking notice of camera or lighting.2
In his book Theory of Film, Siegfried Kracauer believes that the close up is one of the
most significant cinematic tools because it has the power to reveal inner thoughts and emotions
previously unseen or hidden.3 As I looked into how I would use cinematic tools to create a style
which would speak best for The Water Clock, I turned to dramas that I love to see. I first watched
Three Colors: Blue (Krzysztof Kieślowski, 1993), a film that had inspired me while making The
Living. Three Colors: Blue’s thoughtful, formalistic moments of blue lights and music combine
with realistic acting, set dressing, and wardrobe to create a balanced and yet explorational look
into the main character’s life. Through medium shots and close ups, the camera reveals the pain
or isolation the protagonist feels, such as in the extreme close up of her eye when she first
awakes in the hospital, and the close up of her grinding her hand against a stone wall. Another
instance is when she sits alone in a coffee shop and becomes fixated on the coffee she is stirring.
Kieślowski successfully projects the characters inner world onto outer objects such as the stone
wall and the coffee, as well as through closeups of the protagonist’s face. All these moments are
given a beat to breathe, so that the audience can soak up all the emotion of the scenes.
However, I did not want to be quite as formalistic as Three Colors: Blue, so I watched
Room (Lenny Abrahamson, 2015), a realistic film of a woman in captivity with her son. The
colors are muted, and the set dressing is mismatched and dirty. Primarily medium shots and close
up shots are used to create a feeling of entrapment, except for a few moments where the camera
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takes a high angle view of the characters as they are dreaming of the outside world. I decided
that my short drama should fall in between the more formalistic yet gritty reality of Three
Colors: Blue and the realistic yet smooth feeling of Room. I could use close ups of the sink to
express the inner world of Joanna. I could use close ups of her face to express pain. The set
dressing should be mismatched as in Room to express their poverty. Long, thoughtful beats
should be present for the audience to become fully submerged in this world. Stylistic choices
were emerging in my mind which would best express my content to audiences.
In her article On Style, Susan Sontag expresses that there cannot be style without content
and vice versa. She explains that style is by no means quantitative; therefore, there are no
styleless works of art. Complex style versus simple style simply refers to different types of style
and not more or less.4 As a filmmaker, one’s style must be supported by the content, and not the
other way around, yet a balance must also be struck between the two. I recall a Chinese proverb
which I read in “Chapter Six, Conditions of Illusion” of Gombrich’s Art and Illusion, which said,
“Idea present, brush may be spared performance” (209).5 I took this to heart when making The
Water Clock. I wanted the story content to be so strong that it would not need help from
stylization to grab audiences’ attention. Susan Sontag states, “It is evident that stylized art,
palpably an art of excess lacking harmoniousness, can never be of the very greatest kind.”4
The over usage of these cinematic tools which make up a filmmaker’s style will create a
disconnect between the audience and the content. Movies which are guilty of such stylization
where content is left by the way-side include films such as all of Michael Bay’s six Transformer
movies and Tim Burton’s reboot of Alice in Wonderland in 2010. The heavy-handed stylization
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distracts the audience from the content, sacrificing good storytelling for high design and
spectacle. Most importantly, films should show the audience another’s perspective in a new but
sincere way without extreme style getting in the way. By employing cinematic tools to create
style which complements my content, my audience will more easily connect to my film. I make
movies so that my audience can purge their emotions, if only for a moment, and feel better for it.
Watching films should help us understand other points of view while helping us understand
ourselves. Movies are my therapy. If I can connect with one person on an emotional level
through The Water Clock, then I have made a good film.

Inspired by Water, Time, and Circumstance
As with all my writing, the story of The Water Clock comes from my own experiences
which are shaped and changed to have structure in which a character can grow. Growing up with
two English majors as parents, I have also been heavily influenced by literature and poetry from
the 1800s-1900s. However, the image and descriptive sounds of the dripping sink came to me
first through a writing exercise in a short story class during my undergraduate career at Louisiana
State University. The teacher asked students to write a few paragraphs showing a character’s
psychology in an external way. I wrote about a dripping sink and the anxiety it expressed for a
young girl who was trying to sleep. The teacher liked my idea, so I made it into a short story in
that same class. Below is a short excerpt of what I wrote in the exercise and later included in the
short story, which is the inception of my thesis film.
Every time I close my eyes, the dripping of the sink finds its way
to my ear again. The dripping keeps a steady beat, like music. The music will lull
me to sleep, I tell myself again. I remain restless, though, as the musical sink drip,
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drip, drips. Sitting up in bed, I stare at the unrelenting sink. No, it’s not like music
at all, but more like a clock. The second hand of the water clock tick, tick, ticks.
Time is gathering at the end of the faucet and falling fast into the small stained
drain of the sink. Two months, the nozzle breathes. Two months of waiting for
her, for her ridiculous envelope. She hasn’t come, but time is still moving,
beating, ticking, dripping into that sink.
I get up slowly, trying not to shake Abigail, and tiptoe over to the
sink. I don’t know what I thought was going to happen once I got up. The faucet
keeps dripping. Time keeps ticking. And I stand here, helpless, the watcher of the
water clock.
The original short story is very similar to the current screenplay of The Water Clock. In
the original story, however, the reader experiences the grocery store and the streets outside the
apartment. Joanna never musters the courage to open the door and confront her mother in the
short story, nor does she fix the sink. Other changes will be discussed later in the Preproduction
(The Screenplay) section.
Before beginning graduate school at the University of New Orleans, I decided to take a
few undergraduate film courses, one of which was Erik Hansen’s Short Film Writing course in
which I first made The Water Clock into a script. My interest in how powerfully visual the
dripping sink could be as well as all it could stand for in the story began to grow. I researched the
phrase “the water clock” before writing the script and discovered that a water clock is one of the
oldest ways of telling time. The earliest known water clock was found in Egyptian pharaoh
Amenhotep’s tomb, buried around 1500 BCE. Although not the most accurate way to tell time,
water clocks were used for quite some while, changing and evolving until they were replaced in
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1656 by the pendulum.6 As I continued my research I came across an ancient form of torture
using drops of water—Chinese water torture. Chinese water torture uses the pace of dripping
water in the same place on the prisoner’s head over time as the source of torture.7
With this new information in mind, I wanted to exaggerate within my story the torturous
drip of the sink in the protagonist Joanna’s mind, a drip which ticked like time slowly passing
by. Time would slip away one drop after another and yet nothing would change for Joanna.
Time, hope, sanity, were running down the drain. Only she had the power to stop this cyclical
torture.
Time is an elusive and yet well-established concept. However, the intangible nature of
time, I believe, leads people to create proverbs, metaphors, and poetry in order to better grasp its
passage. Time is called an “approaching cloud” in Walt Whitman’s poem As the Time Draws
Nigh, much like the cloud in the flashback of The Water Clock. Time is called an “unfathomable
sea,” and “waters of deep woe” in Percy Bysshe Shelley’s poem Time.8 Time and time again,
time is described through metaphor, and that metaphor is often linked to water, interestingly
enough. As my first degree is in English, poems and stories of water and time were no doubt in
the back of mind when I wrote about the dripping sink in The Water Clock.
Water itself is a powerful image that is used to express internal struggle or cleansing of
pain or sin in many films. For example, the formalistic dreamy film world of Big Fish (Tim
Burton, 2003) tells a story wrapped around the metaphor of a big fish, which represents the main
character. This main character is dying, and his son tells one last story in which he races his
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father to the lake to ease his father’s pain and become one with the water. In Adriano D’Aloia’s
essay Film in Depth. Water and Immersivity in the Contemporary Film Experience, he argues
that
In the wake of this centuries-old tradition, contemporary cinema exploited
the capability of water, visually and aurally, to give a palpable form to human
desires and dreams. Water is often represented or evoked in film as a substance
that submerges something that is destined to re-emerge. Through its semantic
fluidity, cinema lets the unconscious drift before the eyes of the spectators and
infiltrate their limpid gaze. A psychological malaise affects the main characters
and has to be washed away with clean water (91).9
Joanna is emotionally submerged in the dripping sink. She has focused her frustration and
pain on the drip and believes that fixing it will solve her problems of an absent mom and
poverty. Because she is submerged, she cannot see that stopping the drip will not actually
assuage her pain from the hopeless, dependent cycle that she is locked into. After Joanna
confronts her mom, the sink takes on a new role and provides the cleansing waters she needs to
begin again independent of her mom. When Joanna dunks her head into the sink, it becomes a
baptism, giving her new life.
Inspiration for the two sisters’ connection as well as the idea of a strong female
protagonist came from personal experiences. I grew up in a household of women with my mother
and my sister. While my mother was not absent, she often worked long hours in order to feed us
and keep a roof over our heads, as does my protagonist Joanna. Growing up, our sinks would
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become clogged, or our pipes would leak. Sometimes our hot water would not work. With no
money for a plumber, we would either have to learn how to fix it ourselves or remember to
empty the bucket that caught the water leaking under the kitchen sink. At the very worst of
times, after Hurricane Katrina, we would boil water to take a bath or just wash our hair in the
sink as Joanna does in the script. After experiencing pockets of hardship through the years with
my mother and sister, I was interested in exploring my own feelings through the more extreme
lens of The Water Clock. The story that I am telling correlates to the hard circumstances which
affected my relationship with my sister and mother, as well as my journey into adulthood and
independence.
While the story is fictitious, the experiences and feelings of neglect, resentment, pain,
hopelessness, and the inescapable monotony of time are real and relatable. I always base the core
struggles and conflict in the story on experiences and feelings that I myself have had, or else I
would not be invested enough in the characters to write a good story. For instance, Joanna’s
struggles with her drug hazed mom were also inspired by a family member of mine who passed
away after years of addiction and substance abuse. My inspirations for production and
cinematography will be discussed in the Preproduction section.

PREPRODUCTION
The Screenplay
As discussed in the Introduction and Story section, The Water Clock was inspired by my
own family, writings, and studies of literature in which the image of water and concept of time
are explored in numerous metaphors.
The Water Clock tells the story of two young sisters living in a one-room apartment in an
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impoverished, urban neighborhood. Seventeen-year-old Joanna is a hardworking high school
dropout and caregiver to her ten-year-old sister Abigail. As time drips by, the leaking water of a
broken sink measures their uncertain lives. Trying to find some modicum of control in her life,
Joanna works tirelessly to repair the dripping sink thinking that it will somehow result in the
reparation of hers and Abigail’s lives. When these problems remain the same, Joanna realizes she
must break the torturous cycle of dependency; she ultimately makes a defiant stand against her
mother. Joanna cleanses herself in the running water of the sink and begins a new day of
independence and hope with her sister. The sink lingers, ready and waiting to drip again,
symbolizing more trouble to come.
The true transformation of this script began in Erik Hansen’s Thesis Screenplay
class. Before the class began writing, we read the screenplay for Moonlight (Barry Jenkins,
2016). I was surprised at how different this screenplay was from ones I had read before. Jenkins
wrote in a poetic and lyrical way while still remaining clear and concise. The script was able to
employ metaphors and have a style which added to the tone of subject matter. I was eager to
emulate the writing style of Moonlight. The moment in my screenplay which most reminds me of
Jenkins’ script is when Abigail and Joanna hide from the Landlord, fingers to their lips, as if it is
a game. Small moments like this one in a script can hook a reader as well as help paint a picture
of the tone and mood in a scene.
I knew that I wanted to bookend the film with a delivery of money from the mother. The
envelope of money needed to be the clue to the audience that something was wrong, and the
envelope needed to be part of the solution in the climax as Joanna throws it back at her mother in
defiance. But how could I make the film so that Joanna and Abigail were not just sitting around
fighting while waiting for mom? In class, I offered up the option of Joanna fixing the sink. This
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would give Joanna a physical goal and something to work on while waiting for her mother. The
dripping sink, which had before only been a symbol of time slowly dripping by and Joanna
remaining stuck in a continuous cycle, now became part of Joanna’s redemption. Working on the
sink gave Joanna the chance to change by taking control of her life. By fixing the sink she was
taking a step toward becoming independent, which is how she finally realizes that she cannot
wait around for her mom forever, she must take action and separate herself completely.
I wanted the mom’s character to be very mysterious. The only time I wanted the audience
to see her on screen was in the climax. Even then, she would only be a silent figure in the
shadows. After workshopping with the class, Erik Hansen suggested that Joanna and her mom
Sasha need to have a conversation in the hallway. I was hesitant at first, but the more I thought
about it, the more it made sense. I believe the audience would have felt robbed after waiting the
entire film to see and hear from the mom and never have this desire realized. I struggled with the
dialogue in the climax for some time. It needed to have the intensity of a climax and yet remain
realistic. Joanna needed to say everything to her mom and yet the dialogue needed to be brief.
This scene was the most challenging and rewarding to write.
The last significant change that was made to the script was the edition of a flashback
scene with Sasha. I had added little mementos of the mother around the apartment, such as her
black dress and a picture of the small family, which was happy years ago, but my class
encouraged me to add a flashback scene as well. I added a scene of the sisters in the park with
their mom as a storm cloud approaches. The memory is rather ordinary, but it was one of the last
times they were happy and together as a family unit. The storm cloud signifies the storm
approaching in Joanna’s life. At the end of the flashback, Joanna also sees drug marks on her
mom’s arm to which Abigail remains oblivious. This was an important moment to show so that
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the audience can better understand the naïve longing and happy memories Abigail has of her
mom while Joanna has tainted memories of her mom beginning to fall apart.
I needed the strain between the sisters to be apparent as well. Yes, Joanna wishes Abigail
would respect how much she is doing for them by working at the grocery store and fixing the
sink, but I felt I needed to add more conflict. So I made Abigail a singer in her school’s choir.
This added to the gap between what Abigail still has and what Joanna has lost. Abigail resents
Joanna taking care of her because she is not her mom. Joanna resents Abigail having a life at
school and adoring her mom. However, it was important to me to include moments of sisterly
love such as when Joanna hugs Abigail, buys gifts, plays dead on top of the laundry, and chases
Abigail with goop from the sink. The negatives and positives create a dynamic relationship
between the two sisters. I used my relationship with my own sister as a model. It does not matter
how angry we get at each other, we will always forgive and have fun with one another. Hardship
and loss can weaken or strengthen a bond, and it has always been the latter for my sister and me,
which is how it will always be for Joanna and Abigail.
I debated intensely whether or not the audience should see Joanna outside of the
apartment. The consensus of my thesis class was split down the middle. Ultimately, I decided
that the story would feel more claustrophobic if the characters remained in the apartment
building except for the flashback in the park. Looking ahead to production, I realized that this
would be a more manageable course of action. Writing in the hallway scene with Deza’rae,
added an outside world to the story, and therefore depth. The hallway filled with people also
showed how crowded the apartment building is and this adds to the tone of the film.
As I added in conflict with the Landlord, Abigail, and the sink itself, I wanted to always
feature the sink some way in the scene. As the Landlord is knocking, the sink’s drips torment
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Joanna. Whenever the sisters fight, Joanna has nowhere to turn to be alone besides the sink. As
Joanna fixes the sink, she hits her head on a pipe and stands up to shake the sink in frustration.
Always the sink had to be there, in the forefront of the film, to frame Joanna’s growth into
adulthood. At the same time, I had to be careful not to hit the audience over the head with the
image of the sink. I believe that I struck a good balance of featuring the sink while still focusing
on the other moving parts within the story.

The Crew
Having worked on over twenty student sets throughout my time at UNO, I was able to
find core crew members whom I knew and trusted. I acquired the core crew members early on so
that they would not have any other job offers before I secured them as part of my team. Having
been asked to be on sets in an off-hand manner, which I did not appreciate, I always made sure to
ask each crew member to take on a position because of evident skills that I had witnessed on
previous sets. I have found that this often gives crew members the boost of confidence they need
which, in turn, makes them more dedicated to achieving the vision of the film.
The first person I asked to work on my film was alumna Mary Casteel. I had seen her
vision come to life while creating the visual style for Lauren Erwin’s film Vore and knew that I
had to work with her as my cinematographer. Having worked with her on Lauren’s set the
previous year as well as planning the UNO Film Fest with her, I knew that she was creative and
cool under pressure. Mary and I built a smooth-running partnership. Lauren Erwin became my 1st
AD, a role I was confident she would do well in, having been her fellow classmate for over three
years and having seen her organizational skills and get-it-done attitude. I asked Emily Poulliard
and Nick Manning, two UNO seniors, to be my producers. I was glad to have Producers who
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were so committed. I have known Emily and Nick my entire UNO career, and it felt right to have
them be such a big part of my thesis film. After seeing Henry Griffin’s 2017 spring film, I knew
that I wanted Jade Zuniga who was credited for production design on the film. I had never before
worked with Jade, but after seeing the intricate production design on spring film, I was confident
she would do well as the production designer. Unfortunately, her lack of delegation skills and
ability to work independently caused large hold ups in preproduction and production. I will
discuss this further in the Production Design (Disaster in the Design) section.

Budget
I knew this film was going to cost me a good bit of money. I originally estimated $12,
770, but the film ended up costing around $17,000. I do not know the exact cost of the film
because many of the crew members lost receipts, even though they were told to hold onto them
and turn them in. This is one of my biggest regrets during this entire experience. There should
have been better organization with keeping track of the receipts. I will never really know where
some of my money went, and, therefore, I will never be able to claim that money as a school
expense when filing for taxes. This is the first time I have made a film where crew members
failed to turn in receipts.
Underestimating how much post-sound would cost me was a huge oversight. I told
myself that I would mix the sound, which is laughable when I look back on it. In order to have
the best quality sound, and for my film to be taken seriously in the film festival circuit, it needed
a professional sound mix, which ended up costing me $3,080. I also spent $745 on my composer
which I had not allowed for. I did know that building a set would be expensive, and I was ready
to spend $2,000, but, in reality, construction cost $3,800. Fortunately, art came in under their
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$1,5000 budget at $702. Mary Casteel, my cinematographer, also did me a huge favor by using
the $500 I was going to pay her and spending it on camera gear from Panavision, so that my film
would have the best possible look. I did not plan on paying her for color correction, but because
she became busier with a new job, I felt it necessary to pay her $150 for her time.
I told myself that I did not have time to fund raise and that I did not have time to get a
grant for filming. This was true in the sense that filming time between the second-year film and
third-year thesis film is practically non-existent. The mental and physical exhaustion involved in
jumping from film to film as well as taking other classes, teaching, and putting on a film festival
was something that also made me back off from finding funding for my thesis film. Moving
forward, I will always work with a producer who can find money to support future projects since
going into debt to fund films is unsustainable.

Locations
My producers Emily Poulliard and Nick Manning searched for apartment locations early
on, but every location they found looked bland and modern. I also searched for apartment and
hallway locations. I did find some decent hallway options, but nothing came close to what I saw
in my head. The apartment needed to look like it had been there for decades with a million small
repairs to the wall or lights. I wanted grungy walls and windows fogged with pollution from the
outside world. I came to realize that I wanted an apartment that I could change in any and every
way to fit the design I saw in my mind. The UNO soundstage became the obvious choice.
Because I wanted to make this apartment seem like a real location, I built the hallway so
that the apartment door opened straight onto it. My cinematographer Mary Casteel and gaffer
Trenton Mynatt were excited to get the chance to stay in one controlled location and to be able to
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do pre-lighting. I had done company moves for my second-year film and knew how time
consuming they could be. This is why I opted to use the amphitheater on UNO campus as the
only other location in the film. All we needed was a small patch of grass to become the park for
the memory sequence in the film. The best part about the amphitheater location was that it was
right next to the soundstage. Another plus was that there was no need to worry about getting a
copy of the school insurance to show to a location manager because the school already had a
copy of their own insurance. I will discuss construction of the set in more detail in Production
Design (Building a Set).

Casting
As the time for casting my film approached, I became very aware of how important the
dynamic between the two sisters would be. I also realized that the age of my leads might be a
problem in terms of acting experience. I spoke with my 1st AD and casting coordinator Lauren
Erwin early on about my fears of casting minors, and we decided that in order to attract children
with more acting experience, it was essential to offer a small amount of compensation. We sent
out the casting call to local acting schools and agencies and got an amazing response. Over 50
girls came in for the parts of Joanna and Abigail over the course of three days.
As this was my first time directing minors, I thought long and hard about what to expect
and how best to direct a child. My first instinct was to be more direct and to ask children
questions to get a feel of what they understood about the character and what they didn’t
understand. I also spoke with my friends at UNO who have been actors for quite some time, in
order to devise techniques and warm ups that would be good for children. In the end, I did not
have difficulty communicating my directions to the children. In fact, I found communicating
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with children to be fun and exciting because they are like sponges, soaking up every word you
say. However, I did keep a close eye on how their parents behaved since I would have a working
relationship with both the parent and the actor.
I ended up with three potential Abigails and two potential Joannas. I set up another
audition for my final five actors to take turns acting out a scene together in order to feel out the
dynamic between the sisters. If I chose poorly and the actors had no dynamic as on-screen
sisters, the film would be dead in the water. Summer Campbell was cast as the older sister
Joanna. When I first met her, she asked intelligent questions about her character. She also has a
unique look, which could lend itself to the gritty hardships of the character’s life. My first pick
for Abigail was cast in a film in LA the following week, so I ultimately cast Kaitlyn Hall, who
turned out to be the right choice. Kaitlyn brought sincerity and sadness to the role of Abigail.
Summer and Kaitlyn even look like sisters, each with a small frame and blonde hair. Together,
they brought out an understated realness which added to the tone of the film. As it turned out,
Summer had her eighteenth birthday just before filming began, which meant no work
restrictions. Scheduling was made that much easier by only having to work with one lead child
actor, Kaitlyn, who was eleven at the time.
I was shocked at how few people read for Sasha and Deza’rae. Fewer than ten people
came in, perhaps because no pay was offered for the secondary characters. I knew that Normeka
Ageous was Deza’rae immediately. She was the first one to read for the part, and no one else
measured up to the conviction she had when she read the role. While the character of Sasha is
important within the story, the role had no lines when I held auditions. All Sasha-potentials read
Deza’rae’s lines. I first offered the role to an actor who looked related to the leads, but she turned
down the part since, at the time, it had no lines. I then offered the role to Jamie Jennings whom I
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believed to be the stronger actor, but who looked nothing like the leads. When casting was over,
and I began to work on my script again, I ended up adding lines to Sasha’s part to enrich the
story and was happy that I had cast the stronger actor, no matter her lack of resemblance to the
lead characters.
I used my UNO connections to cast the Landlord/Coworker and neighbor Mr. Bryson.
Ron Centanni did wild lines for the Landlord on set and then fixed the sink as the Coworker in
the montage. Lauren’s father Louis Erwin stepped in as the grumpy neighbor Mr. Bryson. I also
contacted UNO friends for the much younger children in the hallway scene, rather than holding a
casting call. I cast my friends’ children because my friends were film students and knew what to
expect. Kathleen Vieira’s daughter Sofia Braxton was cast as Deza’rae’s crying baby in the
hallway scene. Cypriene Oliver’s children Jada and Ahanu Mitchell were cast as Deza’rae’s
playing children in the hallway. These children helped show what Joanna longs for in the film—
to be a part of a family with her mother again. These secondary characters add depth to the story
world.
Charleigh Bordelon, aged five, was cast as young Joanna. Cecilia Gutierrez, aged one,
was cast as baby Abigail. I held a photoshoot for the younger actors with Jamie in pre-production
to create the family photograph which appears in the film. My contact Dawn Roe of Dawn Roe
Photography helped me find clients of hers who had children interested in acting. Charlie and
Cecilia were the ideal age and extremely easy to work with. They helped to show a happier time
in the small family’s life.
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Rehearsal
Before rehearsals began, I scheduled a date with Kaitlyn and Summer to play mini-golf in
City Park. It was hot and we all lacked putt-putt skills, but the bonding experience was
invaluable as it helped build a relationship which allowed us all to relax around one another.
Finding time to rehearse is always a challenge, but finding time to rehearse with parents and
children in the mix proved to be even more of a struggle. The table read was a bit of a disaster as
we could find no time in the immediate future when all actors were available. We ended up
finding a time to meet when only Jamie was unavailable, so I read her lines. Kaitlyn and
Normeka arrived ready to read but, unfortunately, Summer forgot and didn’t show up to the table
read. Lauren read Summer’s lines as I melted silently in the corner, worried by the inauspicious
beginning to the first official film meeting.
However, I was able to rehearse with Summer and Kaitlyn on three separate occasions,
which was very important in the development of the sisters’ dynamic. At the beginning of each
rehearsal I played music and we stretched together to loosen up. I rehearsed every scene in its
entirety between the sisters, blocking movements as best we could in our rehearsal space. We
were unable to use the unfinished set. The main direction I gave both Summer and Kaitlyn was
to feel the heaviness in their bodies with every move they made. I told them to realize how
exhausting their life was. I also spoke with each of them about her individual character and how
each sister felt toward the other. Pulling Summer aside, I asked her to take on the task of bonding
with Kaitlyn off screen, since Kaitlyn was timid due to her young age. Once again, Jamie was
unavailable to rehearse, but I was more confident that Jamie and Summer’s climactic scene
would flow well now that Summer knew her character. On the last rehearsal day, I took Summer,
Kaitlyn, and Normeka to the almost finished set to show them the space they would be working
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in. There, I blocked out the scene between Normeka and Summer in the hallway.
Working with these actors before filming was the best way to proceed. It left time for the
actors to ask questions, take notes, and learn more and more about their characters. When filming
began, there was an improvement in acting from all three actors, due to their having had time for
my direction to sink into their core. I would like to have rehearsed with Sofia, Jada, and Ahanu
before filming, in order for the children to get to know Normeka, but schedules never aligned. As
a result, their hallway scene became the most difficult and time-consuming scene in production.

Production Design
Constructing a Set
I was reluctant to agree with the little voice in my head that kept telling me to build a set.
I knew it would cost me quite a bit of money. However, I was dead set on creating the vision I
had been building in my mind for years. Once I did give in, I became extremely excited. The
chance to create a set with so much creative freedom could be once in a life time. My first
concern was that I needed a construction person whom I trusted. Working with fellow students is
always a fun learning experience, but I wanted someone who had the experiences already under
his belt to make sure nothing went wrong with this set. During the summer before filming, I
attended a July 4th party and met an art teacher from Hahnville High School, Killian Williams.
We talked about my film and the set I wanted to build, and he offered up his services free of
charge. He told me he had had experience building a friend’s set a few years back, and that he
was currently making renovations to his house. I jumped at the chance to work with him. As
plans progressed Killian proved to be extremely knowledgeable about construction, as well as
dedicated and capable. He always asked me what I wanted and made sure I was happy with what
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he was building. After my crew broke down the set, I sold Killian the used lumber for less than
half price in exchange for his work.
As I was 1st AD on my classmate’s film only a few weeks before my film was scheduled
to shoot, I knew I had to get ready to multi-task. I spoke to the faculty about reserving the space
and where best to build the set in order to stay out of the way of classes. I used blue tape to
measure and mark the layout on the floor of the sound stage. I went through this process twice as
the faculty deemed the set too large and in the way of teaching space the first go around. My
cinematographer also wanted to make sure there was enough space around the back walls of the
set to put hot lights and still have space to move. For the final layout, I made the entire set
smaller as well as rotating it so that the hallway was in a more out of the way location. The
hallway measured about 23 feet long and 4 ½ feet wide, while the apartment room measured
about 14 feet by 14 feet. My original idea of making it larger would have been impractical and
worked against the cramped feeling I was trying to create within the space.
My carpenter and construction coordinator Killian located all the materials for
construction and I gave him the “okay” for purchase. The materials were delivered to the
soundstage in three different stages. A few crew members and I piled all the materials into the
soundstage. I asked if Killian needed assistants in the building process, but for the most part he
claimed he worked faster alone. The construction of the set took about two weeks. Then I started
talking to Killian more about the aesthetic and feel of the apartment. I asked him to make it look
as if the walls had been painted over again and again. I wanted the set to feel like an old
apartment building that perhaps had had beautiful features in the past but, after repair upon
repair, bad management, and a turn in the neighborhood, had begun to crumble into ruin. He
ordered gypsum compound to texture the walls using a method called the knockdown technique,
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and we worked together to get the perfect texture of not too clumpy and not too smooth in the
hallway. I decided on the same technique in the apartment but with slightly less texture, so that
the walls would not overly stand out to the audience.
When the walls were done, Killian began installing doors which were cheap hardwood
slabs. Killian installed door in-sets and door jams to two of the doors which would be
functioning, while the other two doors would not be. The door at the very end of the hallway was
a large metal push door that I borrowed from the theater department. This added to the belief that
behind that door were stairs and the outside world rather than a soundstage. The two functioning
doors, one onto the main apartment and one onto the neighbor’s apartment began to cement the
world in reality as well. Trim and base boards were also added, a small touch that made the set
seem real.
A window was installed at the end of the hallway as well as in the one room apartment
over where the bed would be located. I wanted to really age the set by showing the small
horizontal boards called laths, which were used in older structures, peeking through some parts
of the walls. However, one day my production designer went to get supplies with my carpenter
and came back with faux brick for this purpose even though I had never discussed buying faux
brick. Since it was already purchased, I decided to go ahead and do a brick wall peeking through,
rather than laths. I asked my production designer to relay to my carpenter to put the faux brick
around each window. However, I came to set after the brick sheets were installed and found out
my production designer had told my carpenter to put the brick wall for the apartment behind
where the dresser would be. I was unhappy, but the deed was done, and I brushed it off and
moved forward.
The last construction details to be added to the set were light fixtures, outlets, and the
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sink. I asked Killian if it would be possible to get one or two working outlets in the apartment,
and he said it would not be a problem. Because of this detail, lighting the set with lamps became
much easier. There were also a few non-functioning outlets installed for aesthetic. When I
inquired about working light fixtures in the hallway, Killian was excited to oblige. All of these
electrics were installed and attached to lamp chords on the back walls of the set, then were
plugged into stingers. I asked Killian if there was any way we could rig a working sink, and he
jumped at the challenge. He installed the sink and then spoke to people at Lowes to see what he
needed in terms of piping. In less than four hours, a working sink was set up. On the back wall of
the set behind the sink, the drain pipe was emptied into a bucket. Above the drain bucket was a
larger bucket, filled with water, sitting on a wooden structure Killian had built. He had attached
to the bottom of the bucket a spout and hose that traveled through the wall to supply water to the
sink. Water flowed from the bucket whenever the knobs to the sink were turned on. When the
scene in the film called for a shot of running water and I wanted higher water pressure, the sink
hose was taken off the bucket and attached to a hose which ran all the way from the theater shop.
This set constructed by Killian Williams was true ingenuity that far surpassed what I could have
hoped for.
Disaster in Design
I gave the job of production designer to Jade Zuniga early on in pre-production. She had
worked on the UNO’s most recent spring film as production designer. When I watched the spring
film, there was an intricate attention to detail when it came to the set dressing and colors, so I
was eager to work with Jade. When we met, she seemed agreeable and knowledgeable on all
accounts. As pre-production progressed, and the time of production drew near, it became clear
that my chosen production designer was unprepared to work on such a big film. Plans began to
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unravel rather quickly.
The production designer did not communicate with her team, buy items on time, choose
paint colors for the rooms, discuss colors with wardrobe, discuss props with the prop master, or
contribute to design. She did make a 3D set model with my guidance, which was very useful for
the set builders. She began a look book, but never finished it. She also tried to make an art
breakdown, but it was incomplete and from an earlier version of the script, even though every
revision was made available to all department heads. Under her supervision, $200 cash of prop
money was misplaced during production. At our summer department meeting, I had told her that
I would pay her for working on my set, but a few weeks before production she took on two other
jobs. As a result of her changed schedule, she did not step onto the set to do any type of design,
except for a few hours the night before filming began, and left long before the art team and I
were finished decorating. She worked on set sporadically during production.
With less than two weeks before production, I called my producers Emily Poulliard and
Nick Manning who jumped into action, contacting and scheduling work with the art team. I took
on more of the role of production designer giving specific design instruction to the art team and
working along-side them. Emily took charge of driving Jade to different thrift stores to buy
furniture. Finally, the set was beginning to look like an apartment. My taking on this new role in
the art team caused undue stress and sleepless nights, but I am happy and satisfied with what we
accomplished in the end and how everyone stepped in to help. Although Jade struggled to act
and delegate, she did work hard to buy all the furniture and helped in the early stages of set
construction, which is why I will credit her as art director and 3D set mockup artist, rather than
Production Designer.
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The Aesthetic of Design
The finished set was truly amazing. The details which the art team worked so hard to
finish paid off and everyone who walked onto that set felt like they were in the world of the
story.
I imagined the neighborhood to be similar to downtown in Little Shop of Horrors (Frank
Oz, 1986). The neighborhood in The Water Clock used to be vibrant and happy, but, over the
past few decades, stores have been replaced by pawn shops had moved in, stores had closed
down, and old buildings had been converted into passable apartments where too many people
live. I was also inspired by the cramped living conditions and communal bathroom in A Raisin in
the Sun (Daniel Petrie, 1961). Inside The Water Clock’s hallway, one can hear the communal
toilet flushing, TVs playing through thin doors, people yelling in the stairwell. The walls look
like they have been painted over time and time again. There are stains from old pipe leaks on the
walls, and old liquor bottles and newspaper on the floor. The window at the end of the hall is
grungy with pollution from outside and the brick, long covered up, is showing through where
pieces of the plaster are chipping away. Paint is peeling off the walls and doors. There is bad air
circulation which has caused damp walls and mold in the corners of rooms. In the apartment, the
dresser has worn away the paint on the wall. Another grungy window hovers over one full size
bed on an old metal frame. A sink is hung precariously on the wall across from the bed, and in
one corner of the room a makeshift kitchen is set up. I wanted this world to feel like the
inescapable bottom of the barrel. I had to make sure the aesthetic was exactly right to justify
building a set.
For set dressing, all the furniture and props were bought at thrift stores or had belonged to
my grandmothers. All furniture and props needed to look as if they had been found or bought
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second hand. There were drawers missing or broken on the dresser. Everything in the apartment
was mismatched, yet worked well together with a muted color palette. The color of the apartment
was a washed out beigey yellow. It took four tries to get the right paint color. First the room was
too much of a dark yellow and then too white. Finally, the room was painted something inbetween. It still did not feel right to me, so I created a wash of mostly water with a touch of
yellow, brown, and white paint. This gave the wall the grungy look I wanted and was finally a
neutral enough color that it would not distract the audience. For the hallway, I chose the paint
color of dark green right away, and it looked and felt right for a dark, dingy hallway. Inside the
apartment, I wanted to imitate the grunge of Delicatessen (Marc Caro and Jean-Pierre Jeunet,
1991) and the more washed out look yet with small pops of color in Room (Lenny Abrahamsan,
2015). Set dressing and props such as cups with faded pink, orange, and blue around the rim,
light purple stuffed animals, faded flower bed sheets, and faded blue and pink towels all fit well
against the other beige, yellow, and off-white colors in the room. The floors were made to look
like wood in an old building by using a cheap brown wood roll out vinyl flooring. I encouraged
crew members to walk on the flooring after it was put down. The more worn in it looked, the
better.
In order to really make the room feel old and unclean, fake dust was added to all surfaces
as well as coffee or tea. Dipping a cloth or sponge in the tea helped apply a realistic look of rust.
To create the look of mold, a sponge with watered down paint was used. The stains were applied
too heavily at first, especially by the crack over the sink and the corner of the window, but it was
easily corrected to look more natural. Finishing touches like scrapes to the floor boards were
added as well. My art team suggested a table in the apartment, but I was very much against it, as
I believe a table represents a place where family gathers. This family was broken; they should
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not be sitting at a table. I did decide to add a folding table, however, which leaned against the
wall, unused the entire film. Because the sisters use a communal bathroom, they keep all
toiletries in the room. We hung up their faded towels and put their toothbrushes and hair brushes
by the sink.
I also asked the art team to get a few things to put on the walls like music stickers or
clippings of nature from magazines. Old toys that look like they belonged to a younger child
were placed on the bed since Abigail would hold onto anything that reminded her of a time with
her mom. Dirty laundry was always lying around the room, as they had to go to the laundromat
to wash their clothes. There were unclean dishes in the kitchen. I wanted the room to look sparse
but lived in. I also wanted the room to change with the story as Joanna evolves while fixing the
sink. The story begins with a messy room. Then the laundry gets folded, the dishes are put up,
and the floor and sink are cleaner by the time Joanna confronts her mom.
Costumes followed the same guidelines as the set. I wanted washed out colors and preworn, mismatched clothing for Joanna’s leisure clothes. Abigail’s uniform looked too large, as if
it had belonged to her sister at some point. Joanna had a green apron for her job at the grocery
store. I wish I had thought to ask Cypriene Oliver to create a logo for the grocery store where
Joanna works to be put on the apron, but it did not occur to me till there was not enough time left
to add one. Joanna’s pants for work are pale and too short as if she outgrew them a year ago. Her
button-down tops are a faded yellow, white, or striped. At the end of the film, however, Joanna
has on black pants that fit and a nice blue top to go to her job interview. Sasha, the mom, is
dressed in tight clothes that lean to all black which implies that she is standing on the corner to
make her money. The dress that Joanna tries on in the montage is one her mom left behind which
is why it is black and too big for her. Deza’rae, the neighbor, is dressed in a more colorful pink
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head wrap and robe to separate her from Joanna and her family. Deza’rae offers hope and advice
and would never leave her children, which is why her colors are a little brighter. The Co-Worker
who helps Joanna fix the sink wears a green apron as he has just gotten off work. Mr. Bryson, the
grumpy neighbor, wears a neutral grey to look unimportant and dumpy.
Hair and makeup, although simple was a fun part of this film. Joanna always had her hair
in a loose ponytail or braid while Abigail always wore her hair down. I decided that both sisters
should have a little oil added to their hair to show the lack of bathing which could be attributed
to the communal bathroom and the lack of having a present mom. At the end of the film, when
things are looking up, Abigail has clean hair up in a ponytail and Joanna has clean hair in a tight
bun. Their makeup stayed the same throughout. Abigail and Joanna were given a plain face look
with exaggerated circles under their eyes, which were only lessened a little in the last scene.
Additions to makeup were when Joanna hits her head on the pipe. I asked for a few takes with a
small red mark and then as the scene progressed, asked that more red be added to her forehead to
show the progression of the swelling on her head. Sasha wore black eyeliner and red lipstick for
her scenes, besides the flashback scene, where her makeup was much lighter. In the flashback
scene the audience sees a bruise on the inside of Sasha’s arm which is supposed to be track
marks. I was not happy with the track marks on the mom’s arm and sent her back to the makeup
artist twice to lessen the heavy-handed makeup. In the end I was still not completely happy with
the way it looks, which is more like a bruise than track marks. Hopefully the location of it will
alert the audience to what the mark represents. At the end of the film, I wanted to show that the
mom is really falling apart, so a red cut was added to her lip and bruises were added to her arms.
Overall, I’m happy with the way hair and makeup looks. I wanted the design to be minimal and
realistic just like the set, and I believe that is what my crew and I accomplished. The Water Clock
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had a very classic cinema style with just a touch of formalism when it comes to the moments the
audience jumps inside Joanna’s mind with the sink, as well as in the hallway and when the
Landlord comes knocking. This is accomplished through the cinematography.

Cinematography
Working with Mary Casteel as my cinematographer was one of the highlights of my
graduate career. She was always willing to work hard and remain dedicated to my vision while
adding her own style to the film. I originally wanted the camera to stay on sticks the entire film
except in the hallway and at the climax. As I spoke with Mary, she let me know the benefits of
going handheld for other scenes as well. For instance, during the argument about the chocolate,
she suggested going hand held to express more of the tension and anger in the scene. She also
suggested going hand held directly after Joanna confronts her mom and returns to the apartment.
Joanna’s world has just been flipped upside down and she is panicking about completely
separating herself from her mom and becoming independent. Both of Mary’s suggestions added
a feeling of intensity and intimacy. I am very happy with the handheld scenes we captured.
Perhaps the slight, formalistic style was written into the script, but it was really brought
out by the camera work. The way the camera lingers on the sink during moments of tension or
stress is one of the most intentional and obvious pushes by the storyteller to put the viewer in the
mindset of the character. I was also inspired by cinematographer Yasu Tanida’s shot in the TV
show This Is Us ( Glenn Ficarra, John Requa, Déjà Vu S2 E3, 2017) which captures the mental
state of a foster child by hovering behind her head and going in and out of focus on the people in
the background. I imitated this shot in the hallway as Joanna’s thoughts drift from what Deza’rae
is saying to her childhood with her own mom.
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Mary was also excited to use Super Baltar 20 and 35 mm lenses from Panavision which
added a soft look to the film. I felt that this was a good contrast to the harshness of the
characters’ lives and the realistic design of the hair and makeup, costumes, and set. Another
contrast was the lighting which was a bit more formalistic and exaggerated within the tiny
apartment. The afternoons were extremely orange, and the nights were bright blue. The contrast
on the finished film strikes a delicate balance which somehow allows us to see through the
sisters’ eyes and the reality of their world at the same time.
One of my favorite shots, a high angle of Joanna opening her eyes in bed under the blue
light of the moon, was inspired by the high angle shots in the film Room (Lenny Abrahamson,
2015). They are dreamlike shots of the characters stuck in a horrible situation. I also asked Mary
to watch Beasts of the Southern Wild (Benh Zeitlin, 2012) to see the way the mom was kept out
of focus in a dreamlike haze. This haze was imitated in the climax of The Water Clock but as
more of a dreamlike haze produced by drugs. I had these images in mind and Mary made them
real, even when she had to climb on top of the bed and shoot hand held to do it. She was a true
warrior for the vision of this film.

PRODUCTION
Shooting Day One
Day one of shooting was a challenge for me. I had stayed up supervising and working on
the finishing touches of the set till 3:00 AM. Lauren Erwin, my 1st AD had warned my Producers
not to let me stay past that time. I was not in the best head space to direct the next morning.
When I arrived on set for the call time of 8:00 AM, I was frazzled, but my crew was working like
a well-oiled machine. I wandered the set for a bit, seeing if I needed to help with anything but
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realized that all I needed to do was sit down and prepare myself for the first scene. Mary Casteel
was assembling the camera, and Trenton Mynatt was finishing the last adjustments to the
lighting.
When actors Summer Campbell and Kaitlyn Hall arrived, I greeted them and their
parents, and they went to the green room for wardrobe, hair, and makeup. Cypriene Oliver got
the characters into costume, then returned to help dress the set with Jade. The first shot was
filmed at 10:24 AM.
We did scenes three and four before lunch as they had similar morning lighting, and we
wanted to follow the script-order as much as possible. In these two scenes, Joanna and Abigail
are waking up and getting dressed for work and school. The way the scene was blocked and the
tightness of the room did not allow for a master, but the master was unneeded. In fact, I liked the
tightness of the room. A master shot would have made it look too large. The coverage was
simple, and the actors had only a few lines, but because it was the first day in front of the
camera, it did take them a bit to ease into their characters. I was happy we had rehearsed this
scene in advance so that they knew their blocking and only had to focus on their performances.
We still managed to move quickly through the day, as the most takes we ever did per shot were
four.
After lunch we did scene five which finished off the morning sequence. In this scene,
Joanna and Abigail leave the apartment and Joanna returns to grab money from an envelope
under the mattress. This was done in only one shot. We continued to scenes fourteen and fifteen
from the montage sequence. Scene fourteen was filmed first as the lighting was mostly the same
as the morning lighting. This scene, as well as all other montage scenes, consisted of one shot
from the corner of the room. The purpose of these scenes was to show that the sisters move
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continually through their days, yet nothing really changes. In scene fourteen Joanna is simply
putting up her hair while Abigail uses the sink in the background. The last scene of the day was
scene fifteen. A significant lighting change was needed for the first time in the day. The actors
took a break while the set was dressed, and the lighting was changed to a warmer afternoon light.
The crew moved swiftly. Scene fifteen consisted of Joanna coming home from work and
plopping down on the bed on top of her sister who is folding laundry. These last two scenes were
both physical acting with no lines and Summer and Kaitlyn did an excellent job. They followed
all of my direction with ease and seemed to have chemistry as on-screen sisters.

Shooting Day Two
Day two began more smoothly than day one. I was more rested and getting back into the
groove of shooting. Call time was at 7:30 AM. The first shot took place at 9:39 AM. Scenes
seven and eight consist of Joanna and Abigail hiding from landlord and getting into a fight about
Joanna hiding money from Abigail. Once again, we did not shoot a master for the first scene of
the day because of the blocking. Joanna was leaning against the door, and Abi was hiding under
the bed. Originally, I had wanted dust to fall from shelves and the ceiling as the Landlord bangs
on the door. This proved difficult. In the film we see dust on Joanna’s head, but it really does not
have the effect I was looking for. I added small adjustments to Summer’s action from shot to
shot. Then we got coverage of Abigail under the bed, making sure she felt safe and not at all
claustrophobic. Before shooting this shot, art added dust under the bed, but it was not much of a
hold up. I also wanted a shot of some items falling off the kitchen shelf from the force of the
Landlord’s knocking. The scene needed to feel even more extreme through the eyes of these
sisters. For some reason the shot was cut from the shot list, but I requested, in the moment, that it
be added again, and my art team and cinematographer quickly obliged.
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Scene eight was filmed before lunch and was one of the most arduous scenes to block and
film. The lighting was the same as scene seven because it took place only moments later in the
script. The kitchen was dressed earlier that morning, so only a few adjustments were made as we
placed the groceries Joanna had just bought onto the counter. A moment was needed to block out
the scene with Summer, who had to put away groceries in the kitchen while having a
conversation with Kaitlyn. There were some issues getting the timing right as well as saying the
lines clearly without rattling grocery bags. This led to more than four or five takes for each shot
in this scene. I reminded Summer that Joanna resents the fact that her sister still has a life,
friends, and a choir concert to go to. I did not want Abigail to sound like a whiney, annoying
little girl, so I made sure to explain to Kaitlyn the depths of her hurt and anger towards Joanna
and her longing for her mom. Abigail still has a certain naivety when it comes to her mom and
redirects her anger and loss onto Joanna. Kaitlyn, an intelligent actor, understood and delivered a
great performance
After lunch, scene nine was filmed. In this scene, Joanna enters the room, and Abigail
pinches her eyes shut, not wanting to speak to her. This was the first night scene we shot. It was
placed after lunch so that the crew could do a lighting change right after lunch which saved time
during production. A white light shown through the window. If I could do it again, I would not
blow out the windows with light. I was so preoccupied with art, however, that lighting the
windows slipped by me. The lighting is too bright for nighttime, though. I feared holding up
production and should have had the confidence to ask if there was a different way to light the
windows.
Releasing Kaitlyn as early as possible was always a priority since she was a minor. We
shot all of her coverage and released her for the day before filming Summer. Scene nine’s
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dialogue and action were simple, and the actors were fully into their characters at this time. They
needed little direction as far as emotion. At the end of the scene, I realized that I did not write in
a good transition shot. Mary did her best to capture Joanna walking to the sink with her tool box
after looking at Abigail without the movement seeming awkward.

Shooting Day Three
Day three began with scene eleven, a flashback of the sisters’ day in the park with their
mom Sasha, played by Jamie Jennings. This was the only small company move of the shoot and
the first time Jamie was on set. A busy schedule did not allow Jamie to meet with Summer and
Kaitlyn before filming, so I was nervous about creating mother-daughter chemistry on the spot.
Call time was at 7:00 AM so that camera and grip team could begin setting up outside with a
large silk on the grass and a ladder on top of the amphitheater stage for the camera to get a high
angle. The cast remained inside with wardrobe, hair, and makeup until all was set up outside.
The first shot was at 9:24 AM. This was coincidently the coldest morning of the shoot, so we
warned actors the day before to bring big coats and blankets for in-between takes. I directed all
of the actors to adlib their lines as they looked up at an approaching storm with lightning in the
clouds. Jamie settled in quickly to being a mom as she has her own children off-screen. I
reminded Summer that Joanna was a reluctant teenager, but that she could not help being happy
when her mom pulled her in for a hug. Kaitlyn had one of the hardest actions in the scene. She
had to pretend ants were in her hair as she shook her hair violently and ran away. It took a little
bit of coaching to get her to open up and go all out. I decided to get more involved and bounce
around as an example, to show her not to be timid in front of the large crew. After this, she
opened up.
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The entire morning was left open for this short scene, just in case something took longer
than expected outside. Another reason was so that Mary and Trenton could begin fine-tuning the
lighting and setting up the camera for the next and final scene of the day—scene ten. There was
time left before lunch after lighting the room for an evening look, so we called the actors in to
block the scene. This was a long scene with a great deal of dialogue. It required movement at the
beginning and end. After lunch we went through the blocking once more. The scene consists of
Joanna fixing the sink at night and accidentally waking up her sister. The sisters then talk about a
day in the park with mom. All of Abigail’s coverage was shot first so that she could leave for
the day when she was done. I directed Kaitlyn to really look back on the memory in the park
fondly, that she was happy then, and she has not been happy for a long time. Kaitlyn did a great
shift in emotion within the scene. Summer did as well. I wanted to show that Joanna still
secretly longs for her mom even if she does not want to admit it. I told Summer to bite back at
Abigail’s comments about missing her mom, because Joanna takes that as an insult that she
cannot take care of Abigail the way their mom could have. This was a long scene with a
significant amount of dialogue which caused us to average about five takes of each shot. Summer
struggled to remember a few lines here and there, but kept going like a professional.
When Kaitlyn left, Joanna’s coverage of struggling with the sink was filmed. We filmed
shots from in front of the sink and at a profile. The set dressing was simple with tools and a
towel under the sink. I was becoming exhausted, as I’m sure everyone on set was, as it was the
last scene of the weekend. Mary set up an angle with the camera that shot between Joanna’s
knees under the sink. It was not till after filming three takes of this angle that I told Mary I did
not like the positioning of the camera. Had I been less exhausted, I might have spoken up sooner.
We also had to make sure Summer did not really bang her head on the pipe, although she was
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more than willing. We shot from two angles. In the first angle, she raises her head quickly
toward the pipe stopping just before hitting it. As extra precaution, Summer was positioned to
one side of the pipe so that if she raised her head too far, she would not actually hit the pipe. In
the next setup, Summer began with her head raised, touching the pipe. When action was called,
she fell back quickly in pain as if she had just hit herself. The red makeup on her forehead was
effective in making the action believable.

The Days Between
During the week, I spoke with my art team about the crack above the sink. Whenever
Joanna hit the sink in scene ten, I wanted to cut from the smaller crack over the sink, to her face,
hear a cracking sound, and cut back to the now longer crack above the sink. I wanted visual
effects because we were filming scenes out of order due to actor schedules. We filmed as many
scenes as we could before the longer crack was added over the sink. A few scenes were filmed
out of chronological order where the crack would already be made on the set but should not yet
be there yet in the story.
The art team was instructed to make the larger crack but not change any of the water
stains or paint around it. For visual effects to work, the surrounding area of the crack needed to
remain the same. I walked in on two Art PAs during the week as they were changing the look of
the crack and water marks around the sink. I told them to stop immediately. They told me that
the Production Designer had told them to change the look of the sink for the next scene, even
though I had instructed that no changes to the sink be made. I do not know why the art team
thought they should change the stain around the sink or why they did not get clarification from
me before acting. They tried to put it back to the way it was, but I eventually had to step in and
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fix it, using a shot we had taken earlier for reference. The sink never looked the same after that,
and I realized that visual effects would be hard to do now. I worried about it for a long time, but
as I was putting the film together in the editing room, I realized that the crack growing longer
and shorter from scene to scene was a detail almost no one would catch. I hope that I am right
about that. Besides this incident, everything moved smoothly into weekend two of filming, but
day four started off with unexpected difficulties.

Shooting Day Four
Day four was one of the days the Production Designer did not come to set because of a
new job, but she had promised to keep her art team informed on how to dress the set. The art
team did not know what to do when they arrived, however. The envelope of money used in the
scenes on the first weekend was also misplaced by the Production Designer, and we had to
improvise a new envelope of money for the rest of the shoot. The original envelope of money
was never found. Perhaps real money should not have been used, and definitely not the size bills
that were in the original envelope, but I wanted it to look real and feel believable to the actors as
they handled real money. I had made sure to tell the 1st AD and Production Designer that the
envelope held real money and to always keep track of its whereabouts, but, alas, that did not
happen. Both 1st AD and production designer apologized to me later. It was an unfortunate event
that I had to get over quickly.
The day went on. After a panic in the morning, we began scene one of Sasha dropping off
the first envelope in the hallway. This was the first time we were filming in the hallway, and it
was great fun to see the night lighting and Sasha’s shadowy figure in front of the blown-out
window at the end of the hall. I originally wanted to see an insert of feet and perhaps a hand
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with an envelope, but I let the shot evolve into a long shot where all of Sasha could be seen. The
shot looked great, but seeing the mom took away some of the mystery and intrigue of who was
dropping off the money too early in the film. The hallway was not dressed, so I had to tell the art
team to dress it with old bags, newspapers, and bottles. Unfortunately, the apartment doors never
got any identifying numbers or letters put on them as discussed with the Production Designer
before filming began. I had Jamie try a few variations on walking down the hall at different
speeds and taking longer to deliver the envelope, while reminding her that she was high or
intoxicated after a long night. With all the snafus in the morning, the first shot was not filmed
until 8:52 AM when call time was at 7:00 AM, but the scene was completed quickly in one
camera setup and three takes. Jamie was released for the day.
Scene two was filmed next. In this scene, Joanna wakes up in the apartment next to
Abigail, listens at the door when she sees the envelope, and returns to bed. Cypriene Oliver of
wardrobe thankfully stepped in to help dress the set and give the art PAs instructions. The room
needed to look messy when first introduced to the audience. The lighting was set to night to
match scene one lighting in the hallway. My cinematographer and I decided to get a medium
shot of the sisters in bed as well as a wide shot which included the sink. While Kaitlyn went on
break before lunch, we got coverage of Summer listening at the door. The only snag I hit in this
scene was trying to convey to Summer the mixed array of emotions Joanna was feeling now that
she had the envelope of money. I reminded Summer that Joanna was unsure about the money
because she did not know when the next envelope would come nor why the mom did not stay.
Still, after Joanna looks at her sister in bed, she cannot help feeling a weight lifted now that she
has some money to get by a few more weeks. This moment needed an impactful performance
since it sets up Joanna’s internal struggles.
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After lunch, scenes thirteen and seventeen of the montage were filmed. Scene thirteen is a
night scene which shows Joanna sitting up at night and watching the dripping sink. Scene
seventeen consists of a Coworker coming by after work to show Joanna how to fix parts of the
sink. This was the first and last day Ron Centanni was on set as Coworker/Landlord. I went over
some small action with Ron and Summer and told them to adlib a few lines about fixing the sink
since dialogue would not be audible in the film anyway. Abigail sat on the bed doing her
homework and eating chocolate. While Ron was on the set, I had him do wild lines for the
Landlord. I could tell he was nervous and not used to doing wild lines, especially in front of crew
members. I coached him through it and tried to get a few variations as well as some adlibbed
angry grunts, but he was not sure how to adlib. I eventually called it quits and moved on,
releasing Ron for the day.
Scene twenty-three was the last scene in the film and the last scene of the day. Joanna is
getting ready for a job interview in front of the mirror as Abigail approaches. They talk and then
leave the apartment. After they leave, the camera stays on the sink and then moves to a close up
of the drip slowly starting up again. This scene is important because it is one of the few times we
see the sisters happy together. It was a little difficult to muster up sisterly comradery between
them when they had been depressed and fighting for the rest of the film. When the hug was
beginning to feel forced and cheesy, I told them to play with it and squeeze each other super tight
and laugh about it. That direction got rid of all the awkwardness which I had previously felt in
the scene. Summer and Kaitlyn were released, and inserts of the sink were then filmed. It took
patience and Mary’s steady hand to film the perfect slow drip from the sink.
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Shooting Day Five
I was grateful to have rehearsed scene six in the hallway with Summer and Normeka
before the shooting day because when kids were added, the set went a little sideways. In this
scene Deza’rae gives advice to Joanna before the Landlord storms up the stairs. Deza’rae has her
baby on her hip and her other two children playing with a ball in the hallway.
Happily, Cypriene Oliver, the costume designer is mother to the two child actors Ahanu
and Jada Mitchell. I told Cypriene what the blocking would be for the children, and she relayed
the direction to Ahanu and Jada. Kathleen Vieira, a friend and fellow filmmaker, is mother to
baby Sofia Braxton in the scene. Kathleen talked to Normeka and sat with her as Normeka and
Sofia got to know each other before filming the scene. The crew was ready to shoot at 9:12 AM
when call time was only at 7:00 AM. We were ready to shoot faster than I had anticipated.
However, as we started shooting, problems arose.
As soon as Kathleen stepped away. Sofia started crying. While the script says the baby is
crying, it was hard to film the actors with a screaming baby in the shot. Normeka was doing the
best she could, but ended up changing her lines every take, because it was hard to focus with a
squirming baby in her arms. Myself and my 1st AD were constantly checking in with Kathleen
to make sure she was okay with us still filming as Sofia cried, but she was completely fine with
it. We did stop between some takes to give the other actors a break from all the commotion and
to let them try to get back into their head-space. Summer, however, was on point the entire time,
even with a screaming baby in her face. Summer did a great job of transitioning from being
present in the scene, to drifting away, and then being snapped back to reality once her mom is
mentioned by Deza’rae. Eventually, we did a few close ups of Normeka without the baby so that
sound could get clean lines. Normeka gave a performance full of sincerity and conviction
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through it all. She needed very little direction from me since she is a mom herself. After a few
shots of the master following Joanna into the hallway and the children running past her, I let Jada
leave the scene because he was not feeling well. Because of the commotion in the scene, I
wanted to move through each setup as quickly as possible, so the scene averaged three shots per
setup. Because of breaks taken for the children and baby, the scene took all morning to film,
which was expected. The crew broke for lunch, and the children were released for the day.
After lunch, Mary and Trenton set the lighting to a dark night in the hallway. The hallway
needed to look ominous in the climax but still have light coming through the window to create
shadows. The small touches of yellow lighting from the hallway light fixtures really add depth to
this scene. Summer sat in the apartment alone, in preparation. The crew was quiet in preparation
for the climactic falling out between Joanna and her mom.
Jamie came to set from hair and makeup in sparkling green eyeshadow and bright pink
lipstick per the instruction of the Production Designer, my Makeup Artist informed me. As this
had not been the makeup discussed earlier, I asked that all of it be removed. Instead, I wanted
dark eyeliner and lipstick After a few more adjustments to make the makeup a bit more minimal,
the crew was ready to film.
I reminded Summer that this was a pivotal moment for Joanna. She had been trying for so
long to hide the fact that she wanted her mom back, yet when it came down to it, she had to ask
her mom to stay. But Sasha does not even turn around. Joanna looking down at the envelope and
realizing that she cannot keep depending on her mom to bring the money is the crucial moment
in Joanna’s decision. I spoke to Jamie about how Sasha is so far gone and trapped by her new life
style that she has a barrier up between herself and her love for her children. She answers Joanna
harshly because deep down she is hurting. When Joanna tells her that she is not her mother
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anymore, I told Jamie to feel those words like a stab to the gut. The crew wrapped after only ten
and a half hours of filming. The extra time was used wisely by Mary and Trenton who began
pre-lighting and discussing the next day’s scene.

Shooting Day Six
The last day of filming was packed full, with four scenes to film. Call time was 7:00 AM,
and our first shot was at 8:43 AM. Shooting began quickly due to the preparations made the
night before. Scene nineteen was first up of the day. The apartment was lit by Trenton for
evening lighting, but because Summer had complex blocking in the scene, some adjustments had
to be made. Finding the best way to follow the scene with the camera took time to figure out as
well. Joanna begins at the sink, walks to the kitchen, walks over to her sister, and then turns back
to the sink.
For Summer’s coverage I had to remind her that she was always trying to remain cool
before now, but that her cool was beginning to crack as they ran out of money. The sink is a
distraction for her, but it is also something that she can control. When she sees that Abigail does
not care about her fixing the sink or getting a job interview, that all she cares about is mom,
Joanna cannot hold in her frustrations anymore. Why should she be nice to a sister who does not
appreciate her? After this direction, Summer was going all out in the scene. I actually pulled
Summer back a little, telling her to picture a hole in her chest that kept trying to suck the air out
of her lungs. The room was closing in on her, and she would be trapped here for forever, time
ticking by and nothing changing. Summer gave an amazing performance then. For Kaitlyn’s
coverage, she had to sit on the bed and react to the hurtful words her sister was saying. After a
few takes, I pulled Summer aside and told her that when she got to the end of her lines to adlib
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hurtful things such as telling Abigail that she was the reason their mom left. In response,
Kaitlyn’s reactions became more sincere and I got what I wanted from her.
Next up, was scene eighteen from the montage. In this part of the montage the sisters are
shown working together to clean out the pipes of the sink. There is a playful moment as Joanna
hold ups the goop to her sister, who runs away. This scene was lit similarly to scene nineteen,
which is why it was scheduled directly after. The art team prepped at least two or three goops to
use in the scene. The goop was made out of hair, coffee grinds, glue, and paint. I told Summer
and Kaitlyn that this was the worst thing they had ever smelled. The scene was filmed quickly,
even with holding to reset the goop. This light moment, though short, was important within the
film, since there are so few moments like this between the sisters.
After lunch, scenes twenty and twenty-two were filmed. Both scenes were lit as early
morning and bookended the climax scene. Scene twenty is Joanna tossing and turning, unable to
sleep even though the sink has been fixed. Scene twenty-two is Joanna coming back inside after
confronting her mom and washing her hair before climbing back in bed with Abigail. After
getting the master of Joanna getting out of bed, we moved in for the high angle closeup over
Joanna. I asked Summer if she felt comfortable with Mary standing over her with the camera,
and she was completely fine with it. The 1st and 2nd AC were standing close by to help at a
moment’s notice, but everything went smoothly. The shot looked just as I had imagined it.
Trenton and Mary also worked on getting the lighting right under the crack of the door for the
envelope to slide under. At first, I felt the lighting was too bright under the door, so Mary
adjusted.
Scene twenty-two was the last scene during production. The crew seemed to be fired up
and move faster with the end in sight. Originally, scene twenty-two had been planned out into
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five setups. As we were filming, Mary and Trenton were sure the scene could be done in one
shot. Trenton was operating the camera to get a higher angle. I mulled it over for a minute and
then after doing one take, agreed that the scene seemed to flow better in one continuous take.
One long take makes the scene even more impactful. Summer had trouble getting back into the
head-space of just confronting her mom. I told her to run up and down the hallway till she was
out of breath. Summer was a great collaborator and was happy to commit to anything. I reminded
her that she just gave all of that money back to her mom and a slow panic was rising inside her.
She had to do something to wash away the panic and start fresh. In the moment, I added the
sisters hugging in bed, which completes the stressful scene on a solid and restful beat. A
challenge the crew faced with doing this scene in one take was drying Summer’s hair in-between
takes. Because drying her long hair took some time, we decided to do only three takes in which
her hair gets wet. The last one was the best and that was a wrap on the The Water Clock. The
crew clapped and hugged, and I think everyone knew that we had accomplished something we
could all be proud of.
The crew ran smoothly, Kaitlyn was always released early, and the crew never worked
over 12 hours. Lunch was always there with many alternative options for all dietary constraints.
Peanut butter, jelly, and bread were a constant option on set and the flow of crafty and coffee
was always ready for consumption. I know from experience that a happy crew is a well-fed crew.

POSTPRODUCTION
Workflow and Editing
I may be the slowest editor known to man. I love editing, but I need a good amount of
time to process each cut in my head. After I had finished filming, I had fully intended to graduate
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in May 2018. However, the mental and physical exhaustion I felt was extensive. I also took over
running the UNO Film Fest and revamping the club to include movie nights and workshops.
Running a film festival was a great experience, but it meant that I sacrificed finishing my thesis
film on time. On reflection, it was best that I take time away from my film. I needed to recharge
my creativity and recover my immune system.
I began editing in May 2018. I used a friend’s computer which had Davinci Resolve and
Avid to begin my workflow. My friend was nice enough to let me come over during the summer
to save money, rather than paying to use the school computers. First, I made my proxies in
Resolve and then moved into Avid to begin editing. My first cut was 25 minutes long. I took a
long time to consider this cut before beginning my second cut, which never saw the light of day
as a complete film, before I began my third cut which clocked in at 24 minutes. I made cuts
smoother for this version of the film. Looking back on it, I had the problem of wanting to show
every single moment I had filmed. I was too close to the film and needed another pair of eyes.
I handed the film off to my Cinematographer Mary Casteel who did a cut for me. She cut
the film down to 17 minutes, cutting scenes I did not have the heart to remove. I watched the
new cut with her and discussed the changes. Mary cut out the scene of Joanna and Abigail
waking up in the morning and jumped straight from the title card to the Joanna brushing her teeth
at the sink. This helped to highlight the sink within the story early on. Mary had also cut out the
argument between the sisters when Abigail finds the money from their mom under the mattress. I
found that this helped the movie become more of a short film rather than seeming like an excerpt
from a longer film. The sisters had two different arguments in the film, and I knew something
was not working in terms of flow. The film felt repetitive. I just did not think of cutting out an
argument till it was already gone. Mary also cut out the scene where Joanna delivers gifts after
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the fight. It was unneeded. We could surmise when Abigail woke up in the next scene that the
bag on the bed was from her sister without seeing her bring it inside the apartment. Cutting these
previous two scenes also meant that the film jumped from the close up of the sink while the
Landlord knocks to Joanna fixing the sink. Again, this helped highlight Joanna’s motivation and
goal to fix the sink. Finally, the film was becoming shorter and feeling more like a film.
After Mary’s cut, it was much easier for me to go through and tighten other parts of the
film, making sure a shot did not linger once the action had left the screen. I am particularly
proud of the sequence where the landlord is knocking on the door. Here I use jump cuts to
express the anxiety Joanna feels as it seems her world is closing in around her. I’m also proud of
the flashback sequence. In it the dialogue is L-Cut in order for the shots to flow seamlessly from
past to present. Lastly, the climax took a lot of reworking. At first, I edited it so that the mom
was saying all of her lines on screen. I played with different cuts until I decided that the audience
should not see the mom say her lines. This would add a degree of separation between Joanna and
Sasha. There was still a beat of emotion that was missing, until I decided the audience should see
the mother, but only in the right moment. The film cuts to the mom only after Joanna expresses
to her that she is no longer her mom. Cutting to Sasha in this moment, the audience can feel the
full impact of how Sasha has changed since we saw her in the flashback. After months of work
and collaboration with other students and teachers, I am extremely proud of the final cut which is
17 minutes 21 seconds long sans credits and went to Picture Lock on September 23, 2018.

The End of the Film in Sound, Music, and Color
I exported the film for my Sound Mixer Aidan Dykes to work with in Pro Tools. We did
a spotting session together and talked about the feel of the film. I told him the type of down-
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trodden neighborhood the sisters live in and that yelling, and police sirens are normal
occurrences outside. I also spoke to Aidan about the sounds Joanna should be hearing when she
daydreams while Deza’rae is talking. I wanted to hear kids playing outside as schools were
letting out. I wanted Deza’rae’s voice to become muffled and fade away as Joanna’s focus
moved to the crying baby.
After a week of sound mixing, I met with Aidan to do a few ADR sessions with actors.
For the most part, Aidan was getting clean dialogue where there had been a noise over a line. We
also spoke about adding some reactions and lines that were not captured during production. For
instance, we had Summer, Jamie, and Kaitlyn add some laughing and yells during the flashback
scene. The biggest add on of dialogue was at the end when the sisters leave the apartment and the
camera lingers on the sink. The sisters now discuss going to the park offscreen. This moment of
dialogue extends the world of the story offscreen and adds another happy moment before the
ominous drip of the sink at the end. As I began to edit this film, I knew it would be extremely
important to get an experienced sound mixer in post. Because I filmed in the sound stage, the
sound mixer would need to create a complete world of sound that was not there when we filmed.
This would add the professional touch the film needed for the world of The Water Clock to come
to life and to be taken seriously in film festivals.
I met with Aidan to do the final sound mix a week before the finished film, and the main
problem was the sound in the hallway scene. The sound of children was too shrill, so I decided to
cut it. Aidan had also added the sound of whooshing air in the hallway between each cut of the
daydream. The whooshes sounded over the top. The last whoosh in particular when Joanna snaps
back into the present, had a shrill pitch to it that sounded like it belonged in a horror film. I did
end up keeping his idea, but changed the whooshes out to lower key, distant whooshes, against
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his recommendation. He believed the scene was too naked in terms of sound, but I believe
minimalistic soundscape can help add realism and tension in a drama. Immediately after this
scene there was another chance to do a good soundscape as Joanna hides from the Landlord. I
wanted the sink drip to grow louder and louder in Joanna’s mind and for time to jump as she
became entranced by its sound. Aidan had added so many layers of clanging pots, ticking clocks,
and knocking on the door that the sound was overwhelming. I had him take out some of the
sound effects, including the ticking of the clock which he had added to reinforce the dripping
sink’s symbolism. The drip sounded like a clock enough without an added sound effect. I made
many more small adjustments to sound during our final mixing session. On the whole, I am very
impressed with Aidan’s talent, willingness to collaborate, and his work ethic. Unfortunately, the
sound mixing session took about two hours longer than it should have because Aidan was
gracious enough to help me fix the unfortunate composition problems.
Having never worked with a composer before, I was happy to get to work with Erin
Davis on the music for my film. She seemed excited to work on the film when I met with her
during the summer and we discussed the tone and themes of the movie as well as the type of
music I wanted. I knew that I wanted a folk song in the montage that sounded like the Civil
Wars’ song “20 Years”. I knew that I wanted a guitar and a violin but did not feel that a piano fit
into the film’s world. I also spoke with Mary Casteel about music, and she pointed me in the
direction of Mica Levi’s soundtrack from Under the Skin (Jonathan Glazer, 2013). We plugged
the music into my film and the haunting, suspenseful sound somehow felt exactly right. The
synthetic sounds mixed with violins created a tension and helped guide the audience into the
seriousness of Joanna and Abigail’s situation without taking over the scene. I sent Erin a long
playlist of folk songs and the film with the Under the Skin soundtrack for her to reference as she
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wrote her own composition for the film.
When listening to Erin’s compositions for the first time, I was surprised how hesitant I
felt. The music was not in the same vein as the Under the Skin soundtrack. I told her the music
felt too fast and loud, but she informed me that the music was slow enough. I spoke to my
composer about how the music throughout the film seemed to fill the scene too much and that it
should have a slower, hollower feeling with longer notes. I also asked that the three violins
playing in most of the compositions become simply one violin. Unfortunately, Erin and I could
never come to an agreement about the music. Small adjustments were made, but she was not
willing to change her music enough to fit the more subdued tone that I wanted. The montage
song is exactly the haunting and subdued style of music that I asked for, but the composer did
not write it to fit the length of the montage. When I asked her to change the length to fit within
the film, she informed me that she was going to let Aidan handle the changes. This was her
answer for most of my concerns. In my sound mixing session with Aidan, I got rid of almost all
of the violins. I also took out the music for the climax scene, leaving the climax silent and full of
tension, which was what I had wanted. I moved the climax composition to the scene in which
Joanna washes her hair. The composition is a low synthetic undertone which I used to replace a
fast paced and crowded violin composition. All of these changes to the music took Aidan and
me a long time to fix. I hope the music will now help guide the audience’s emotions rather than
dictate them.
After I matched back my proxies to the full resolution 4K footage in resolve, I passed the
project to Mary Casteel to color correct. Her schedule was incredibly busy as was mine, but
eventually we were able to meet and talk about the color correction. As she is the
cinematographer for the film, I trusted her to color correct the film with little supervision. There
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was one shot of a cloud in the flashback which did worry me, though. The clouds we shot on the
day of filming were wispy and white. They did not resemble storm clouds in the slightest, which
was what the scene called for. Mary set to work to correct the clouds in resolve and they turned
out better than I could have hoped for. The rest of the film only required standard color
correction to make colors richer. I worked on the credits at this time in After Effects. I used a
very plain font to fit the tone of the film. I also added an effect to the main title and actors’
individual title cards, which made the words slowly grow on the screen. I wanted the credits to
feel as if they were floating in order to emulate the flow of water. I exported the credits and
moved them into Resolve. After the finished sound mix with music was brought into Resolve, I
exported the finished 4K films for Blu-ray and for festivals. I also exported a lower resolution
version for YouTube and the school archive. All in all, I am very proud of my postproduction
workflow, and how I organized and handled working with my creative team.

ANALYSIS
Working on The Water Clock was one of the most exciting, fun, challenging, and
stressful experiences in my life. I am so proud of what I have learned and accomplished. In
preproduction I was happy with how soon I cast my actors and the fact that I got to rehearse with
them. Striking a balance between content and style was a goal of mine for this film, as well. My
script is strong, and the style of design and camera work complement the story without taking
over the story.
Building and decorating a set was one of the highlights of my career. Whenever a person
walked onto the set, her face would light up. That made me feel a sense of pride that I had not
known before. At the end of production, I walked around the set by myself, taking it all in for the
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last time and feeling rather emotional about what my crew and I had accomplished all because of
a writing exercise I had written in an undergraduate class in 2010. It is hard to believe the story
has come so far. While there were some problems with the production designer, I believe that I
handled the curve-balls well. As soon as I realized that nothing was getting done in the art
department, I called my producers and took action.
After my time at UNO, I have become more confident in knowing and voicing what I
want and asking for help when I need it. I have become more confident in myself as a director, as
well. I had long ago gained confidence as a writer, although my time writing scripts at UNO did
improve my skills. I shied away from directing, however, afraid that I would say the wrong
thing. The more I spoke my mind to my actors, the better direction I gave, and the performances
from my actors improved. I still have work to do in terms of using clear directorial language.
Sometimes I become too wordy as I am trying to figure out how to explain what I want. Losing
receipts during production was a mystery to me. On all of my other films, all receipts had been
returned to me without a hitch. For some reason on this set, receipts went missing or were never
turned in for art or costumes. Next time I make a film, I will make sure to put one person in
charge of collecting receipts, who does not have a major job to do on the set as well.
The finished film turned out better than I could have hoped for, which is quite the
surprise. Much of this success I owe to experience on my other UNO films, but some of it I owe
to money. While I still did not have any money, I was willing to take out a loan to make the best
thesis movie possible. For my second-year film, I was unwilling to spend money on hiring an
editor, composer, or sound mixer, as some of my classmates had done. I believe my second-year
film The Living suffered because I did not have money to hire people in postproduction.
In postproduction for The Water Clock, I ran into the most trouble with deadlines.
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Making it to graduation has been a struggle. I am proud that I met with my sound mixer and
composer in the summer to give them an idea of what the project was as well as the timeline. In
the next few months, I hope to work with an artist to create a poster as well as a Blu-ray cover. I
am also eager to submit my film to as many festivals as I can, including the UNO Film Festival
and the New Orleans Film Festival.
The Water Clock is a coming of age drama which I am eager to watch with all my
friends, family, cast, and crew. I believe I struck the magic balance between content and style
through detailed storytelling and good use of the cinematic language. I will continue to grow as a
writer, director, and all-around filmmaker in the years to come. I cannot imagine another career
path that I would be better suited to. I can walk boldly into the adult world as Joanna does, taking
time to celebrate my accomplishment of making a good film, before beginning another chapter
of struggle and growth in my own life.
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Blu-ray copy of the thesis film The Water Clock is located in the Earl K. Long Library.
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